
ENGAGEMENT BEYOND THE CLICK:

Email marketing remains a powerhouse in the digital landscape, but
measuring its effectiveness can feel like deciphering ancient
hieroglyphics. Fear not, marketing mavericks! This infographic is
your Rosetta Stone, unveiling the most critical email KPIs (key
performance indicators) and how to harness them for campaign
triumphs.

Decoding the Data to 
Drive Email Success

OPEN THE DOOR TO ENGAGEMENT:

KEEPING YOUR LIST HEALTHY:

BEYOND THE BASICS:

Conversion Rate: The percentage of people who take your desired
action (purchase, download, etc.) after clicking. Aim for 1-3%, and
remember, nurturing leads through a sales funnel is crucial.
Personalized offers and valuable post-click content pave the way to
conversions.

Open Rate: The percentage of recipients who open your email. Aim for
15-25%, but industry and audience can affect this. A captivating
subject line and enticing preview text are key allies.

Click-Through Rate (CTR): The percentage of people who click a link in
your email. Strive for 2-5%, but remember, quality clicks over vanity
metrics!   Compelling calls to action and relevant, targeted content are
your secret weapons.

Bounce Rate: The percentage of emails undelivered. Keep it below 2%.  
Regularly update your email list and remove inactive subscribers to
maintain a clean, engaged audience.

Unsubscribe Rate: The percentage who opt out of your list. Aim for
below 2%. Monitor unsubscribe reasons and adapt your content
strategy to address their concerns.

Revenue per Email: The average revenue generated per email sent. Track
this to gauge the financial return on investment (ROI) of your campaigns.
Every click and conversion contributes to the bottom line!

List Growth Rate: The rate at which your email list expands. Aim for 10-
20% annual growth. Organic sign-up forms, lead magnets, and strategic
partnerships fuel list growth.

Remember: These are benchmarks, not absolutes. Analyze
your specific industry, audience, and campaign goals to

define your ideal KPIs.


